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This invention relates to electrostatic precipitators for 
removing small foreign particles such as dust from gases 
such as air. 
A feature of this invention is that it uses metal collector 

plates interspersed with dielectric plates, the metal plates 
being grounded and serving as the non-discharging ionizer 
electrodes, the ‘dielectric plates being charged by the 
ionization current ?owing from ionizer wires to the metal 
lates. 

p In one embodiment of this invention, the dielectric 
plates are coatings on corresponding sides of the metal 
plates. 

In another embodiment of this invention, the dielectric 
plates are separate plates and are spaced from the metal 
lates. 

D By making the charge plates of dielectric material, the 
usual insulators are not required, and they are cheaper 
than metal plates. 

Objects of this invention are to simplify and to reduce 
the cost of electrostatic precipitators. 

This invention will now be described with reference to 
the annexed drawings, of which: 

Fig. 1 is an end section of an electrostatic precipitator 
embodying this invention; the section being taken along 
the line 1-—1 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 2 is a side section of the precipitator of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a front or air inlet view of the precipitator of 

Figs. 1 and 2, and 
Fig. 4 is an end section of another precipitator em 

bodying this invention. 
Referring ?rst to Figs. 1-3, a metal casing has a plu 

rality of parallel, spaced-apart plates 11 secured at their 
‘ends as being forced ?tted to the inner surfaces of the 
top and bottom sides of the casing. Each plate has on 
one side, the right side facing Fig. 1, a sheet 12 of 
dielectric material such as polyester, polyethylene or vinyl. 
The sheets may be cemented to the plates. The casing 
has an air inlet 13 and the upstream ends of the sheets 12 
extend upstream of the upstream ends of the plates 11 
so that they are much closer to the inlet 13 than the up 
stream edges of the plates are. 
Between the upstream ends of the sheets 12 and the 

air inlet 13, insulators 14 attached to the inner surface 
of the top and bottom sides of the casing support ionizer 
wires 15. The wires 15 are connected to the positive 
terminal of a conventional high voltage, direct cur-rent 
power pack 16, the negative terminal of which is grounded 
and connected to the casing 10, the plates 11 being 
grounded through their contact with the grounded casing. 

In operation, ionization current ?ows between the 
ionizer wires and the upstream edges of the plates 11, and 
charges the sheets 12 electrostatically positive. Experi 
ments have shown that the charges tend to concentrate 
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. at the front or upstream edges of the sheets so that for 
distributing the charges more uniformly over the surfaces 
of the sheets, ?ne conductive lines 18 are formed as by 
printed circuit technique on the sides of the sheets opposite 
the sides attached to the plates 11. The sheets 12 form 
charged collector electrodes, electrostatic ?elds between 
them and the grounded plates 11 which are spaced 
therefrom, causing the dust particles charged by the ioni 
zation ?eld to be attracted to the oppositely charged 
surfaces. 

Since the sheets 12 are dielectrics, it does not matter if 
their ends contact the grounded casing walls. Obviously, 
they do not have to be supported by the usual separate in 
sulators, thus reducing the cost of the precipitator. An 
other cost reduction results from using the upstream edges 
of the metal plates 11 as the non-discharging ionizer elec 
trodes, eliminating the need for the usual ionizer elec 
trodes on opposite sides of the ionizer wires. 
The embodiment of the invention shown by Fig. 4 

is similar to that of Figs. l-3 except that instead of the 
charged collector electrodes being formed from sheets 
on the metal plates, they are separate plates 20 of di 
electric material such as mentioned in the foregoing or 
other conventional dielectrics. 

In Fig. 4, both sides of the plates 20 are charged elec 
trostatically by the ionization ?elds extending from the 
wires of the ionizer to the upstream edges of the metal 
plates, the upstream edges of the plates 20 extending 
nearer the ionizer wires than the upstream edges of the 
metal plates do. Electrostatic collector ?elds extend from 
both sides of each plate 20 to plates 11 on both sides 
thereof, or in the case of end plates 20, from both sides 
of such end plates to an adjacent plate 11 on one side 
thereof, and to an adjacent vertical side wall of the 
casing on the other side thereof. The sides of the plates 
20 would have conductive lines thereon similar to the lines 
18 of Fig. 2 for distributing the electrostatic charges on 
the plates 20. 
What we claim as our invention, is: 
1. An electrostatic precipitator comprising a collector 

cell having a plurality of parallel, spaced-apart, collector 
plate surfaces, some of said surfaces being conductive, 
others of said surfaces having a plurality of spaced-apart 
conductive lines thereon from their entering portions to 
their ‘air leaving portions said others of said surfaces 
being dielectrics except for said lines, the air entering 
edges of said dielectric surfaces extending outwardly 
beyond the air entering edges of said conductive surfaces. 

2. An electrostatic precipitator as claimed in claim 1 
in which each conductive surface is one side of a metal 
plate, and each dielectric surface is the outer surface of 
alsheet in contact with the other side of one of the metal 
p ates. 

3. An electrostatic precipitator comprising a casing 
having an air inlet and an air outlet, a collector cell in 
said casing having‘y-a plurality of parallel, spaced-apart 
collector plate surfaces, some of said surfaces being con 
ductive, others of said surfaces having spaced-apart con 
ductive lines thereon from their air entering portions to 
their air leaving portions, and said others of said surfaces 
being dielectrics except for said lines, an ionizer wire 
supported in said casing between said cell and said in 
let, the air entering edges of said other surfaces extending 
closer to said wire than the upstream edges of said con~ 
ductive surfaces, the edges of said conductive surfaces 
nearest said wire forming the sole non-discharging elec 
trode means for said wire. 

4. An electrostatic precipitator as claimed in claim 3 in 



I , 

3 
.which each conductive surface is _.one side of a metal _ 
plate, and each dielectric surface is the 'outer surface of 
a sheet in contact with the other side of one of the metal 
plates. 

5. An electrostatic precipitator as claimed in claim 3 
‘in which the conductive surfaces are the opposite sides 
of metal plates, ‘and the dielectric surfaces are the opposite 

‘sides “of dielectric plates inter-meshed with and spaced 
‘from .said metal plates. 
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